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Elizabeth Birmingham is a graduate student in architectural studies. She hopes she will receive her degree this summer, as she will be leaving in August.

Jeremy Caniglia believes insanity is beautiful

Deb Essex pleads the fifth.

Peter P. Goché is a senior studying architecture; specifically the relationship of buildings to society with special interest in the haptic and transmundane effects of space.

Cindy Gould is a "non-traditional" student pursuing a B.F.A. degree with the goal of earning a M.F.A. degree. Simply said she is an adult who chose to never grow past the childhood activities of drawing, coloring, and painting.

Jennifer Grace When not writing poetry she likes to play computer games, talk on the phone 'til late at night & watch trashy talk shows.

Angela Gulick is a second-year grad student majoring in English. Presently, she is enmeshed in the job search ritual. She also sincerely hopes that she won't forever burn in Hell for saying nasty things about these nuns. Her main goal is to survive 1991 without getting smited(smote?) down by god.

Paul Hanstedt

Gwendolyn Jones is a senior majoring in Rhetorical and International speech communication with an emphasis on business, and minoring in English. She enjoys writing of things that she takes pride in, including her Christianity, race, and family.
J.D. Larson will be graduating in May 1991. He would like to move to New Mexico where he can acquire the impeccable coat of tan that one sees on the well to do.

Tamara Lee is interested in photography, and enjoys long walks outside. She is majoring in Art and Design. Her future is hopeful.

Doug Meythaler

Amy Mooney

Linda Morganstein was the Hogrefe Fellow in Fiction for 1989/1990.

Adrian Penn Turn ons: The smell of Naptha, powertools, aluminium. Turn offs: Tuna Helper, Jane Fonda, gargling pudding. Favorite natural state of matter: liquid. Most revealing recent hallucination: fencing with a slice of toast (buttered on one side.)

Mark Poe. Moist.

Brian Quinlan is inspired by Mr. MoJo and Jeninne. He is happy to be getting the hell out of here. “It’s been interesting.”

Terry Rasmussen

Oren Safdie

Chris Schweda

Monica Smith is an English major. She plans to go to grad school and then teach and write. She enjoys many hobbies; with her latest being learning to play the hammered dulcimer.
Christopher Snethen is a junior majoring in English, took to loving at an early age, loving first his mother, father, and brother, then moving on to love trees, grass, the stars, the moon, and dogs. At this time, he is madly in love with a beautiful woman.

Ellen Satrom is a second year graduate student at I.S.U. She was a 1989-1990 Pearl Hogrefe Fellow and is now a T.A. Although she has never actually chopped the heads of any grasshoppers, she does admit to having eaten fried termites.

Tara Wendel

Ken Wong likes cats, tofo hot dogs, and motorhead. Ken is inspired by James Brown to be a sex machine.

Annette Wright Due to circumstances beyond our control her work, "Nabeel", was omitted from this publication.